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Abstract—A flywheel suspended on active magnetic bearings
(AMBs) constitutes a complex system including a rotor, fly-
wheel disks, active magnetic bearings, auxiliary bearings, a
motor/generator, control systems and energy conversion systems.
The complexity of AMB suspended flywheel systems often makes
the construction of their test rigs too costly in a research
laboratory. We recently developed an experimental platform for
AMB suspended energy storage flywheel. This platform serves
as a test rig to assist the analysis and control design and was
developed on the basis of a flexible rotor-AMB test rig previously
constructed in the Rotating Machinery and Controls (ROMAC)
Laboratory, University of Virginia. Two different control designs
have been implemented on this platform: the µ-synthesis control
and the characteristic model based all coefficient adaptive control
(ACAC). In this paper, we examine the performance of the test
rig in the presence of time delays. In particular, we show by
simulation that this control design possesses considerable ability
to resist the effect of time delays in the control inputs and/or
output measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the development of renewable energy
generation technology, the proportion of renewable energy
contributing to the power grid, such as wind power genera-
tion, solar photovoltaic power generation and hydraulic power
generation, increases rapidly, which brings an urgent demand
on the energy storage technology applied in the power grid
[7]. The emergence of energy storage technology solves the
volatility and intermittent problems of renewable energy gener-
ation flowing into the power grid, and becomes one of the key
technology to ensure the safe, stable and economic operation
of the power grid [2]. Flywheel energy storage systems, a
typical mechanical energy storage technology, with appealing
features such as high power density, high energy efficiency,
short recharge times, wide operating temperature ranges and
long life cycles ([3], [4]), have found applications in pulse
power supplies for linear induction launchers, energy storage
devices for grid frequency regulation, power leveling, voltage
sag mitigation, uninterruptible power supplies, and hybrid
configuration with other types of energy storage devices, and
have also been used as gyroscopes for simultaneous attitude
control and energy storage in space applications ([5], [6]).

During the charging process, the kinetic energy is stored in
a high-speed rotating disk and is released to the load in the
discharging time [7]. Active magnetic bearings (AMBs), with
their appealing features of no friction, no wear, no lubrication,
low losses, fast response, adjustable support magnetic forces
and long lifetime [8], make high speed operation of flywheels
possible and are thus the ideal support for high-speed flywheel
rotors. The AMBs however require control systems, which
have turned out to be quite sophisticated for energy storage
flywheels [9].

A flywheel AMB system consists of a rotor, flywheel
disks, active magnetic bearings, auxiliary bearings, a mo-
tor/generator, control systems and an energy conversion sys-
tem. The complexity of AMB suspended flywheel systems
often makes the construction of their test rigs too costly in
a research laboratory. The absence of past operational data
makes the implementation of flywheel AMB system feedback
control designs more difficult [10]. For these reasons, we
recently developed an experimental platform for AMB sus-
pended energy storage flywheel. This platform was aimed to
assist the analysis and control design and was developed on the
basis of a flexible rotor-AMB test rig previously constructed in
the Rotating Machinery and Controls (ROMAC) Laboratory,
University of Virginia [11]. By utilizing the two additional
AMBs on the test rig, the platform emulates an equivalent
rotordynamic characteristics of an energy storage flywheel,
and thus serves as a realistic AMB suspended energy storage
flywheel test rig to study the feedback control design on.

Feedback control of active magnetic bearing (AMB) sus-
pended energy storage flywheel systems is critical in the
operation of the systems and has been well studied. Both the
classical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control design
method [12]–[14] and modern control theory, such as H∞
control [15] and µ-synthesis [16], have been explored. PID
control is easy to implement but is not effective in handling
complex rotordynamics. Modern control design methods usu-
ally require a plant model and an accurate characterization
of the uncertainties. Di et al. [17] explored the application
of characteristic model based all coefficient adaptive control



(ACAC), originally proposed by Wu ([18], [19]), to a flexible
rotor-AMB system, which resulted in lower levels of vibra-
tion compared with a benchmark µ-synthesis controller. We
implemented the characteristic model based ACAC on the
platform mentioned above in [20]. Despite its simplicity, the
characteristic model based ACAC was shown to be capable
of achieving strong control performance by both simulation
and experimental results [20]. It suppresses the vibration on
the AMB suspended flywheel test rig to a significantly higher
level than an originally designed µ-synthesis controller could
[11].

In a complex electromechanical system, due to the limited
speed of signal transmission and information processing, the
phenomenon of time delay is inevitable [21]. Particularly,
when the electronic components of the flywheel AMB control
system are placed at a distance from the actuators, cabling
in the control loops. Especially in some applications such as
tidal power generation and wind power generation where the
flywheel AMB system serves as an energy storage device,
the adverse effect of time delay phenomenon is obvious. The
existence of time delay on the control input and sensor output
often causes the deterioration of the system performance and
the instability of the system. In the research field of the
AMB system, some works about the AMB control system
with time delays can be found. Ren [22] analyzed the effects
of time delay on the stability of the rotation modes for
the magnetically suspended flywheel with strong gyroscopic
effects. Kascak [23] considered a simple time delay model of
the flywheel supported on rigid rotor and magnetic bearings
using PD controller and described a modeling effort used to
understand the stability boundaries of the PD controller. Yoon
et al. [24] studied the effect of input delay in the control of
AMBs in remote rotating machines and adopted the truncated
predictor feedback (TPF) control design to maximize the input
delay that the stable closed loop system can tolerate. In this
paper, we examine the performance in the presence of time
delays of the characteristic model based ACAC on the AMB
suspended energy storage flywheel experimental platform we
developed in [11].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II briefly recalls some results of the AMB suspended flywheel
characteristic model based ACAC design we recently devel-
oped in [20]. Section III investigates the performance of the
characteristic model based ACAC with control input delay,
displacement measurement delay and both by simulation.
Finally Section IV draws the conclusion to the paper.

II. REVIEW OF THE AMB SUSPENDED FLYWHEEL
CHARACTERISTIC MODEL BASED ACAC

In [20], we carried out the characteristic model based
ACAC on an economical and effective platform [11] that we
previously developed as a test rig for flywheel AMB system
control designs.

A. The AMB Suspended Flywheel Test Rig

Based on the finite element method, the rotordynamic model
of the flywheel AMB system are derived from the motion

equation described by

Mq̈ + (C + ΩG)q̇ +Kq = BmFmag +BeFext, (1)

where,

M : the symmetric flywheel rotor mass matrix,
C : the symmetric damping matrix,
G : the skew-symmetric gyroscopic effect matrix,
K : the symmetric stiffness matrix,
Ω : the rotational speed,
Bm : the position distribution matrix of the support AMBs
Fmag : the forces provided by support AMBs,
Be : the position distribution matrix of the external forces
Fext : the external forces acting on the rotor,
q : the generalized displacement vector.

Compared to a usual rotor-AMB system, two important
features of a flywheel rotor suspended on AMBs is the negative
stiffness of the generator and the gyroscopic effects caused
by the flywheel disk [4]. In [11] we proposed to emulate
the operation of an energy storage flywheel on an existing
flexible rotor-AMB test rig that was previously constructed
and developed an economical and effective platform that
serves as a test rig for flywheel control designs. The flexible
AMB suspended rotor in ROMAC [16] is shown in Figure 1.
Specifically, we use the two support AMBs at the non-driven
end (NDE) and the driven end (DE) of the rotor to ensure
the stable operation of the system. We use the exciter AMB
at the quarter span to emulate the negative stiffness induced
by the generator and two exciter AMBs at the mid span and
the quarter span from the driven end of the rotor to generate
gyroscopic coupling resulting from the flywheel disk as shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 1: A photograph of the ROMAC flexible rotor-AMB
test rig.

Main components of the ROMAC flexible rotor-AMB test
rig are described as follows.
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Figure 2: A schematic of the AMB suspended flywheel test
tig.

Rotor: The flexible rotor is 1.23 m long and weights
44.9 kg. The rotor is driven by a 3.7 kW motor with a
variable frequency drive, Colombo RS-90/2, to speeds up to
18,000 r/min. A custom shaft extension connects the drive to
a flexible disk coupling (Rexnord 75CC140140).

AMBs: Four laminated steel journals that are mounted on
the rotor for the four radial AMBs. The test rig also contains
two auxiliary ball bearings mounted at the locations of the two
support AMBs to prevent damage to the AMBs in the event
of a rotor drop.

Digital controller: The digital control system is to be im-
plemented on an Innovative Integration M6713 PCI board with
a TI C6713B 32-bit floating point DSP chip. The sampling
frequency is 12 kHz. Sixteen input-output analog channels that
link the 16 sensors to the 16 actuators of the four AMBs are
sampled simultaneously.

Amplifier: Each AMB is driven by a Copley Controls PWM
amplifier, which operates from a 150V DC power supply with
a continuous current rating of 10 A to provide a maximum
static load of 1450 N.

Displacement Sensors: The rotor position at the location
of each support AMB is measured by a Kaman 1H/15N eddy
current probe and an anti-alias filter circuit attenuates the
measurement noise. The rotor motion at the location of each
exciter AMB is measured by a Bently Nevada 7200 Series
eddy current probe, whose output voltage is changed from
−10V to 0V by a gain and offset circuit.

B. The Characteristic Model Based ACAC

The basic idea of characteristic modeling is that a higher
order system can be represented equivalently as a lower
order, often first and second order, time-varying linear system,
which, when the sampling period is sufficiently small, has the
same output as the original system at the sampling instants.
This lower order system is called the characteristic model of
the original system [18], [19]. The time-varying coefficients
of the characteristic model, referred to as the characteristic
parameters, are then identified online adaptively. Based on
the characteristic model, a simple PID type control law is
designed. The resulting feedback law is referred to as the char-
acteristic model based all-coefficient adaptive control (ACAC)
law. A schematic diagram of the characteristic model based
ACAC system is depicted in Figure 3.
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-
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Figure 3: A diagram of the characteristic model based ACAC
system.

1) Characteristic modeling: Let a linear time-invariant sys-
tem be described by the transfer function,

G(s) =
bms

m + bm−1s
m−1 + · · · + b1s+ b0

sn + an−1sn−1 + · · · + a1s+ a0
, (2)

where ai’s and bi’s are constant parameters of the plant. It
has been established in [18], [19] that, if the control objective
is position keeping or reference tracking and the sampling
period T is sufficiently small, the characteristic model takes
the following form,

y(k) = f1(k)y(k − 1) + f2(k)y(k − 2) + g0(k)u(k − 1)

+g1(k)u(k − 2), (3)

where u(k) is the control input, y(k) is the system output,
and f1(k), f2(k), g0(k) and g1(k) are the characteristic
parameters. Despite its simplicity, the characteristic model
produces the same output as the original model (2) at each
sampling instant. Characteristic modeling is different from the
conventional model reduction methods in that it compresses
the plant information into the time-varying coefficients instead
of truncating parts of the plant model. The characteristic
parameters, f1(k), f2(k), g0(k) and g1(k), are identified by
the gradient adaptive law.

2) Characteristic model based ACAC: The characteristic
model based ACAC law takes the following form,

uc(k) = uO(k) + uG(k) + uD(k) + uI(k), (4)

where,

uO(k) : maintaining/tracking control,
uG(k) : golden section adaptive control,
uD(k) : differential control,
uI(k) : integral control,

and are respectively given by,

uO(k)=
yr(k)−f̂1(k)y(k)−f̂2(k)y(k − 1)−ĝ1(k)uO(k − 1)

ĝ0(k) + λ1
,

uG(k)=
l1f̂1(k)ỹ(k) + l2f̂2(k)ỹ(k − 1) + ĝ1(k)uG(k − 1)

ĝ0(k) + λ1
,

uD(k)=d1
ỹ(k)− ỹ(k − 1)

T
,

uI(k)=uI(k − 1) + d2ỹ(k),

where yr(k) is the reference output, λ1 is a positive constant,
ỹ(k) = yr(k) − y(k), l1 = 0.382, l2 = 0.618, d1 and d2 are
both positive constants.



C. Simulation and Experiment Results
The simulation results of the rotor displacements without

and with the generator negative stiffness in [11] shows the
effect caused by the generator is minimal and negligible. In
the simulation of the rotor orbits with the actual gyroscopic
matrix G and with the emulated gyroscopic forces, the similar
patterns and the orbits tilting phenomenon indicate the feasi-
bility of the flywheel emulation approach. All the simulation
results are verified by the experimental test results. As a result,
we provided an experimental flywheel AMB platform to study
the the control design for the energy storage flywheels in [11].

Because of the complex dynamics and the presence of
strong uncertainties, the flywheel AMB system was first sta-
bilized by the µ-synthesis controller. Then the characteristic
model based ACAC designs have been implemented on this
flywheel emulation platform to study the control design for
flywheels. An identical characteristic model based ACAC
law as a substitute for the µ-synthesis controller is imple-
mented for each of the four control channels, the x and
y axes of the two support AMBs. Shown in Figure 4 are
the simulated rotor orbits under the µ-synthesis controller
(black curves) in comparison with the corresponding orbits
(red curves) under the characteristic model based ACAC ,
where the polar moment of inertia of the emulated flywheel
is Jp = 0.042 kg·m2, the transverse moment of inertia is
Jt = 0.021 kg·m2 and Ω = 7, 600 r/min. In the figure, the four
plots, dnx-dny, dmx-dmy, dqx-dqy and ddx-ddy, are respective
the orbits at the locations of the non-driven end bearing, mid
span bearing, quarter span bearing and the driven end bearing.
It is observed that the displacements in both x and y axes at
the locations of the two support AMBs are much smaller under
the characteristic model based ACAC.
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Figure 4: Simulation results of the orbits at Ω = 7, 600 r/min:
µ-synthesis controller vs characteristic model based ACAC.

Figure 5 shows the experimental rotor orbit comparison

under two controllers with Jp = 0.021 kg·m2 and Ω =
7, 600 r/min. The blue curves are the experimental results
under the µ-synthesis controller and the red curves are the
rotor orbits under the characteristic model based ACAC law.
We can observe that the characteristic model based ACAC
design results in smaller rotor orbits at all AMB locations,
which represent approximately a 50% reduction in vibration at
the location of the NDE AMB location, a 60% reduction at the
locations of the two exciter AMBs, and a 25% reduction at the
location of the DE AMB location. To sum up, the simulation
and experiment results all validate that the characteristic
model based ACAC can achieve a better effect in vibration
suppression of the AMB suspended energy storage flywheel
test rig than the µ-synthesis controller could.
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Figure 5: Experimental rotor orbits at Ω = 7, 600 r/min: µ-
synthesis controller vs characteristic model based ACAC.

III. PERFORMANCE OF THE CHARACTERISTIC MODEL
BASED ACAC IN THE PRESENCE OF TIME DELAYS

The inevitable time delay phenomenon in the closed control
loop could affect the performance and the stable operation
of the flywheel AMB system. Based on the simulation and
experimental results of the characteristic model based ACAC
we have implemented on the AMB suspended energy storage
flywheel platform, the performance of the test rig in the
presence of control input delay, sensor output delay and
both under the characteristic model based ACAC design is
investigated.

The Simulink model is based on the state space form with 36
states, 12 inputs and 20 outputs [11]. The currents generated by
the exciter AMBs are calculated based on the polar moment
of inertia and transverse moment of inertia of the emulated
flywheel, which are Jp = 0.042 kg·m2 and Jt = 0.021 kg·m2

respectively. The rotating speed is Ω = 7, 600 r/min. The
initial values for the estimation of the characteristic model
are selected as f1(0) = 2.102, f2(0) = −1.104 and g0(0) =
g1(0) = 0.001, and the parameters in the adaptation law are
chosen as δ = 3.5 and γ = 1.5 in all channels. The control



parameters in all control channels are λ1 = 0.2, d1 = 0.02
and d2 = 10.

A. In the Presence of Control Input Delay

The input delay is introduced in the simulation. The length
of the time delay τ is usually a multiple of the sample time
Ts = 8.33 × 10−5s of the digital controller.

The rotor orbit of the flywheel AMB test rig under the
characteristic model based ACAC with control input delay
τ = Ts is shown in Figure 6. Compared to the orbit (in
red curve) in Figure 4, it is observed that this control design
possesses the ability to resist the effect of the time delay
τ = Ts on the control input.
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Figure 6: Simulation results of the orbits under the character-
istic model based ACAC at Ω=7, 600 r/min with control input
delay τ = Ts.

Then we set the input delay to two times the sampling
time of the digital controller. Figure 7 shows the flywheel
rotor orbit under the characteristic model based ACAC with
control input delay τ = 2Ts. This controller resists the impact
of input delays once again. Compared to the flywheel rotor
orbit under the characteristic model based ACAC with control
input delay τ = 2Ts in Figure 6, the shape of the orbit in
Figure 7 changes slightly at the NDE AMB and DE AMB.
The maximum amplitude of displacements in both x and y
axes at the locations of the four AMBs in these two cases are
all smaller than 2 × 10−5 m.

B. In the Presence of Sensor Output Delay

We next consider the effect of the sensor output delay. We
first set the sensor output delay to one time the sampling time
of the digital controller in Figure 8, then two times in Figure
9. It is observed from the flywheel orbits in Figure 8 and
Figure 9 that the flywheel AMB system remains stable under
the characteristic model based ACAC with sensor output delay
τ = Ts and τ = 2Ts.
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Figure 7: Simulation results of the orbits under the character-
istic model based ACAC at Ω=7, 600 r/min with control input
delay τ = 2Ts.
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Figure 8: Simulation results of the orbits under the charac-
teristic model based ACAC at Ω = 7, 600 r/min with sensor
output delay τ = Ts.

C. In the Presence of Control Input Delay and Sensor Output
Delay

We now consider the simulation when both the control
input delay and sensor output delay are present. Figure 10
shows the flywheel rotor orbits under the characteristic model
based ACAC with the control input delay τ = Ts and sensor
output delay τ = Ts. The controller is capable of resisting the
influence of two types of time delays.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The performance of the characteristic model based ACAC
on AMB suspended energy storage flywheel test rig in the
presence of time delays was investigated in this paper. First
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Figure 9: Simulation results of the orbits under the charac-
teristic model based ACAC at Ω = 7, 600 r/min with sensor
output delay τ = 2Ts.
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Figure 10: Simulation results of the orbits under the charac-
teristic model based ACAC at Ω = 7, 600 r/min with control
input delay τ = Ts and sensor output delay τ = Ts.

the experimental platform for AMB suspended energy storage
flywheel which was developed on the basis of a flexible
rotor-AMB test rig previously constructed in the ROMAC
Laboratory, University of Virginia was reviewed. Next, the
rotor behavior of the flywheel emulation platform under the
characteristic model based ACAC was briefly presented. The
performance of the closed-loop flywheel AMB system in
the presence of control input delay and sensor output delay
under the characteristic model based ACAC was tested in
the simulation. The simulation results of rotor orbits in the
presence of the input delays τ = Ts and τ = 2Ts, sensor
output delays τ = Ts and τ = 2Ts, and both input and
sensor output delays τ = Ts indicate that the characteristic

model based ACAC possesses considerable ability to resist the
adverse effect of time delays on the AMB suspended energy
storage flywheel test rig.
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